0. Introduction. Here we briefly sketch the background of the problem to be considered, and refer to Folland-Kohn [4] for definitions and proofs.
Let X be the boundary of a strongly pseudoconvex region in a complex manifold of complex dimension n + l, or more generally a real manifold of dimension 2n+l with a strongly pseudoconvex partially complex structure. We then have the tangential Cauchy-Riemann complex U\\ 8 #eA°'',j = 0,l,2,"-) and where P is the orthogonal projection onto JV.
Kohn's method unfortunately gives no clue as to how to compute G. Our purpose here is to construct G (modulo smoothing operators) as an explicit integral operator and to derive sharp estimates for S b from this representation. Our method will be to construct an exact fundamental solution for [J b on a particular manifold-which incidentally yields some interesting examples of hypoelliptic behavior-and then to transfer this solution to a general X. N is strongly pseudoconvex; moreover, N has a natural identification with a nilpotent Lie group (the Heisenberg group; cf. [7] ). The group law is given by (z, t)(z', t') = ( z + z', * + *' + 2 Im 2 *i*îV It is easy to verify that The study of n& is therefore reduced to the study of the left-invariant scalar operators <5? a , a=n, n-2,
We introduce the norm function p(z 9 f)=(|z| 4 +J 2 ) 1/4 on TV, which arises naturally in the study of singular integrals on TV [6] . In [3] Folland showed that there is a constant c 0 ?£0 such that c^lp~2 n is a fundamental solution for i? 0 . From homogeneity and symmetry considerations it is then natural to search for a fundamental solution for JSf a of the form <f> x 
The equation •£?«<£«=d (where ô is the point mass at 0) leads to an ordinary differential equation for ƒ which can be solved explicitly, and the candidate for a fundamental solution turns out to be
THEOREM 1.
-j-«2 2~2 V 2. General strongly pseudoconvex manifolds. Let I be a strongly pseudoconvex (2w+l)-manifold as in §0. We choose a nonvanishing real vector field T which is complementary to the complex directions on X, so that CTX=T 10 X®T 01 X®C
• T. Replacing T by -7" if necessary, the Levi form < , ) on T 10 X given for Z l9 Z 2 e C°°(r li0 Z) by
is positive definite. We extend < , > to a Hermitian metric on X by requiring 7\ >0 XJ_T 0 tl X ±Tand(T, T) = l, and consider the Laplacian D& associated to this metric. We work locally and fix once and for all an orthonormal frame Z l9 • • • ,Z n for T 10 X. Further we denote the dual frame for T* 0 X by co l5 • • • , a> n .
In this setup X looks locally like the Heisenberg group modulo small error terms, in the sense provided by the following two lemmas. These coordinates are constructed using exponentials of linear combinations of Z fc , Z h , and T. In case Zis realized as a hypersurface in a complex manifold M, we can also construct them by restricting certain distinguished holomorphic coordinates on M to X.
We can now construct a parametrix for •& on A 0>3 \ l^y^w-1. By applying a partition of unity it suffices to consider forms supported in a fixed compact set V. Let Ù={(^, £) e XxX:rj e U%} 9 and choose ip e C^°(fi) which=l on a neighborhood of the diagonal in Vx V. Thus we have a right inverse to • & modulo smoothing operators of arbitrarily high order. The corresponding left inverse is obtained by using the adjoint operator K*; the analogues of Theorem 3 and its corollary hold here also. (The main point is to observe that the coordinates of Lemma 2 are essentially symmetric in f and r\.)
It is also possible to obtain estimates for K and S in terms of the nonisotropic Lipschitz norms introduced in Stein [8] .
Details and proofs will appear in a later publication.
